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Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM)

▪An emerging device: 

–High speed, low power and large capacity

–Continuous conductance value

▪Analog matrix-vector multiplications (MVMs)



Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM)

Xu, Cong, et al. "Overcoming the challenges of crossbar resistive memory architectures." in HPCA. IEEE, 2015.
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Process-in-Memory vs. Von-Neumann

▪Dilemma of Von-Neumann architecture

–Computing-consuming & bandwidth-intensive DNN applications 

–Limited computing and bandwidth resource

▪Process-in-Memory (PIM):  

–Weights storage

–Less data movements 

–Higher density computation：MVM with time complexity O(1) 
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ReRAM NN Accelerator

▪Represent synapses in neural computation

▪Map the MVMs to crossbar ReRAM layer by layer



Device programing & conductance variation

▪ Schemes with iterative read-verify-write operations

–High accuracy

–Energy and timing inefficiency & harm to endurance

▪ Schemes with estimated the programming pulse 

–Precalculated width & magnitude by modeling the resistance transfer 

curve

https://github.com/neurosim/MLP_NeuroSim_V3.0/blob/master/documents/NeuroSimV3.0_user_mannual.pdf

P. Huang, X. Y. Liu, W. H. Li, et al., “A physical based analytic model of RRAM operation for circuit simulation,” in Proc. IEDM, Dec. 2012,pp. 605–608.



Computing unit with uniform quantization

Z. He et al., “Noise injection adaption: End-to-end ReRAM crossbar non-ideal effect adaption for neural network mapping,” in DAC, 2019.

Uniform quantization function:



PROBLEM FORMULATION



Reliability of ReRAM-based NN accelerator

▪ Conductance variation drastically degrades the inference accuracy of 

ReRAM-based NN. 

–With 20% maximum deviation, the inference accuracy of ReRAM-

based SVM significantly drops from 90% to only 53%*.

–With large variation, the inference accuracy of ReRAM-based MLP 

drops sharply.

* Peng Gu et al., “Technological exploration of rram crossbar array for matrix-vector multiplication,” in ASP-DAC, 2015, pp. 106–111.



Impact of the quantization and conductance 

variation

▪Observation #1 

A factor related to robustness: 

–Uneven distribution of conductance variation 𝜎

–Map less weights to high conductance devices

S. Jin et al., “A variation tolerant scheme for memristor crossbar based neural network designs via two-phase weight mapping and memristor 
programming,” Future Generation Computer Systems, vol. 106, pp. 270–276, 2020.
M.Huetal.,“Leveragingstochasticmemristordevicesinneuromorphichardware systems,” JESTCS, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 235–246, 2016.



Impact of the quantization and conductance 

variation

▪Observation #2: 

Effect of quantization

–Quantization introduces accuracy loss but improves the robustness 

–Trade-off should be made between accuracy and robustness



Conventional uniform quantization

▪Problem #1: 

Unsatisfied match with the weight distribution

–Various weight distributions across layers

–Larger quantization error compared with non-uniform quantization

||𝑤 − 𝑄(𝑤)||= 9.7 ||𝑤 − 𝑄(𝑤)||= 5.6



Conventional uniform quantization

▪Problem #2: 

Uncontrollable sensitivity to the conductance variation

– The effect of quantization on weight distribution 

▪Problem #3: 

Unexplored design space

– Continuous conductance of ReRAM



Problem formulation

▪Drawback current quantization scheme: 

–Naive uniform quantization

–Without considering weight distributions and conductance distributions

▪Advantage of learnable a quantization scheme: 

–Consider both weight distribution and conductance distribution

–Improve the inherent robustness of a well-trained NN

–Utilize the continuous conductance character



PROPOSED METHODS



Learnable quantizer

• Convert the quantization problem to a cluster problem

▪ Cluster 𝑁 data points into 𝐾 groups

▪ Find representative values 𝑞𝑘 and the clustering pattern 



Learning targets

▪Region that suffers from larger variation has less quantization 

levels.

–Decrease the statistic number of weight that is largely distorted.

▪Region with higher weight density has more quantization 

levels. 

–Decrease the quantization error



Metrics for quantizer evaluation 

• Two optimization objects for two types of error:

▪Quantization error

▪Conductance variation error



Quantizer metric: robustness and accuracy

▪Optimization object: 

–Accuracy and robustness are both considered. 

–Directly solving with brute-force search is complex and not efficient.

–An EM-style layer-by-layer quantizer optimization algorithm is 

designed.

A C1 C2 C3

x1 0 1 0

x2 1 0 0

x3 0 0 1

x4 0 1 0

x5 1 0 0



EM-based clustering method for quantization 

▪Using a two step methods

–Fix clustering pattern 𝐴𝑛𝑘 (E-step)

• Find the stationary points 

–Fix representative value 𝑞𝑘 (M-step) 

• Find the “closest” cluster that minimize the loss function



Overall training procedures

▪Cooperate the quantizer training with the weight training



Overall training procedures

▪straight-through-estimator (STE)

–Enable the backward propagation

▪The final things we get

–A quantizer that helps in improving accuracy and robustness 𝑄(∙)

–The quantized weight that can be mapped to the crossbar array 𝑄(𝑤)

▪Overhead 

–No extra hardware overhead 

–Little training efforts with our method



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



Experimental Results

▪Robustness and accuracy of trained model 

–Better accuracy with conductance variation — enhanced robustness

–Same or even better accuracy w/o conductance variation — less 

quantization error

–Well trade-off between the accuracy and robustness



▪Uneven distribution of weights

–Region with larger variation — less quantization levels

–Region with higher weight density — more quantization levels

Experimental Results



Conclusion

▪Observation

–A factor related to robustness

–Effect of quantization

▪Methods

–Learnable quantizer

–Metric for quantizer evaluation 

–EM-based clustering method for quantization 

▪Results

–Well trade-off between the accuracy and the robustness

–10~30% accuracy improvement under large variation
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